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Sample Product Manager Job Description  

based on Principles, Tasks, Authorities and Attitude 

The main responsibility of the Product manager is to drive your product offering to success.  You 

know that the work is wide and you will have to make ruthless prioritizations to reach success.  

 

 

As a Product Manager YOU follow a number of key principles: 

1. Leave the building and identify Patterns. 

You  continuously build and share understanding of the customer, the market and the 

competitive landscape for the product line  

2. Understand how value is created. 

Value is your guiding star. The Value Creation processes are important in order to 

contiuously improve Value dleivery  

3. Work in multiple speeds. 

Many items must be dealt wioth quickly while others must take time. I embrace the fact 

that I sometimes must work extremely fast and sometimes on a very long term 

perspective. 

4. Use your long term thinking to make short term decisions. 

When makimng short term decisions I will apply long term strategic sthinking.  

5. Do less, more often. 

You use fast tools to improve precision and revisit the problems. 

6. Invest in your bottlenecks. 

You know that the investment in Bottlenecks release Value.  

7. Insights are built by data. 

Data is the key for your actions, yet the data will not give you the answers. You  need to 

build insights.  

8. Show & Tell - and listen. 

You present and share ideas even if they are not perfect. Feedback makes the ideas 

better. 

9. You make product information accessible 

Maintain a product dashboard with relevant information such as sales, development, 

deliveries, organizational issues, profitability, quality, and/or other prioritized targets 

10. Align the product strategy with the company’s overall strategic direction 

Success of my product is more easily reached if it supports corporate strategies.  

11. Product thinking is about Sustainability 

Your services shall have a postive contribution to the UN Sustainablity goals  
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Generic tasks 

- Create and maintain the relevant Strategic Assets (e.g. Roadmap, Personas, Resonating 

Focus, Driving Forces)  

- Continuously improve the product offering1  for increased profitability 

- Initiate activities to improve prioritized processes 

- Support and improve products’ organizational cooperation (between sales, development, 

production, deliveries, accounting, management and partners in the ecosystem) 

Authorities 
- Summon and Lead the work of the Product Council 

- Decide on product marketing brief 

- Propose and approve product development and offering themes 

- Decide on alternatives for development 

- Approve new releases 

- Represent the company in partnership discussions 

 
  

                                                           
1 Product offering refers to the complete delivery of the product including services, support, upgrades, 
education etc. 
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Working areas  

  ROLE       

AREAs CORE ORCHESTRATE PARTICIPATE INFORMED 

Product Strategy         

Pricing strategy         

Technology Strategy         

Result analysis         

Business analysis         

Reporting         

Idea Management         

Requirement handling          

Development internal interaction         

Customer visits         

Development of Sell –ABILITY         

Development Buy -ABILITY         

Development of Market -ABILITY         

Launch          

Development of internal delivery 
processes         

Support development         

Road mapping         

Internal communication         

Market analysis         

Marketing collateral         

External cooperation         

Innovation         

All necessary documentation          
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Attitude  

 

I am a product management professional.  

I am dedicated to bringing great products to the market. Products that delight my customers. Products that are 

sustainably profitable for my company.  

I am willing to take decisions under situations of ambiguity. 

In the course of managing products there are thousands of small decisions that must be made and tasks that 

must be accomplished. The sum of these can add up to a phenomenal product. I choose to own the 

responsibilities for making this happen. 

I am knowledgeable in all areas regarding my product; market, customers, competition, technology, channels, 

analysts, trends, and anything else that must be taken into account in order to win. 

I have a strong vision for my products and develop winning strategies that align with my company’s goals and 

ensure that our investments of time, money and energy are well-spent.  

I address the immediate issues while maintaining long term winning vision for my products.  

My time is a bottleneck for success and I handle time with care and prioritize my activities.    

I am committed to using the best methodologies, tools, and techniques available to be more efficient and more 

effective at my job.  

I strive for my professional success and continuously challenge and update my skills.  

I am a leader. I develop strong alliances with everyone that I need to in order to ensure the success of my 

product. This includes salespeople, engineers, support, marketing, customers, channels and business partners, 

management, the board of director and anyone else necessary.  

I look for opportunities and embrace change as an opportunity. 

Though I have all the responsibility, it is highly likely I have little or no formal authority. Therefore I will do 

whatever it takes to persuade and inspire others to do what is right for the customers and my company. 


